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The importance of geometrical effects in the A dependence of many observables regarding antiproton
annihilation on nuclei is expected on theoretical grounds. The cases of the charged pion multiplicity and of the
frequency of the so-called single nucleon events are examined. In the first case, the respective roles of surface
diffuseness, partial nuclear opacity, and pion absorption mechanism are examined. The possibility of extracting
from comparison with experiment the average location of the annihilation site is critically discussed. The
obtained values are in agreement with current theoretical estimates.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.027301 PACS number~s!: 25.43.1tAnnihilation of stopped or low-energy antiprotons on nu-
clei presumably takes place close to the nuclear surface. It is
therefore expected that many observables are predominantly
influenced by simple geometrical aspects. As a matter of
fact, it was predicted on theoretical grounds @1# that many
quantities relative to antiproton annihilation at rest should
show a smooth A dependence, which takes a simple form
when expressed in term of V , the solid angle under which
the target is seen from the ~average! annihilation point. Yet,
few attempts have been made to extract from the A depen-
dence the location of the average annihilation point and con-
sequently, to check the common belief expressed above. The
first work in that direction is due to Polster et al. @2#. Using
basically a strong absorption model with a sharp nuclear sur-
face, these authors expressed the charged pion multiplicity as
a linear function of V and extracted the location of the av-
erage annihilation point. They found that the distance d sepa-
rating this point from the half-density radius sphere is ;1.1
fm. In this paper, we reanalyze the existing data and properly
take account of two neglected features, partial transparency
and nuclear surface diffuseness. We also investigate the role
of the pion absorption mechanism. Furthermore, we apply
the same considerations to a subset of annihilation events,
namely, the so-called single nucleon events. In the latter, the
target is left with only one nucleon missing and with a very
low excitation energy ~basically below neutron emission
threshold!. It is generally accepted that in these events pions
issued from the annihilation are just ‘‘missing’’ the target
nucleus on their way out of the annihilation site. The authors
of Refs. @3–5# were indeed able to show that the relative
probability of these events is given by the so-called missing
probability ~for pions!, which depends upon the location of
the annihilation process. We show below that in this case,
the value of d , extracted from experiments @3–5#, is substan-
tially larger than the one coming from the analysis of pion
multiplicities for all events. We argue that this originates
from the fact that the two experiments involve different
modes of interaction.0556-2813/2001/63~2!/027301~4!/$15.00 63 0273Let us assume, as in Ref. @2#, that annihilation ~at rest!
occurs at an average distance x05R1d , R being the half
density radius, from the center of the nucleus and that Np
prim
~primordial! pions are emitted from this point at random di-
rections. Due to pion absorption by the target nucleus, a
smaller number Np of pions survive:
^Np&5^Np
prim&P , ~1!
where P is the average survival probability for the emitted
pions. Assuming that these pions travel along straight line
trajectories and are provided with a constant absorption cross




4pE dV expF2E0‘dz8sabsr~z8!G , ~2!
where z8 is the coordinate along any direction issued from
the annihilation point ~see Fig. 1! and where r is the nuclear
density. It is quite often argued that pions are absorbed on




4pE dV expF2E0‘dz8s8rc @r~z8!#2G , ~3!
FIG. 1. Definition of the geometrical variables used in this pa-
per. R is the half-density nuclear radius.©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 027301TABLE I. Best fit values for pion multiplicity data.
First absorption model Second absorption model
Global fit Best fit s51662 mb d51.6060.1 fm s54264 mb d51.3560.1 fm
values
x2/NDF 0.75 1.15
Fit of pion-nucleus Best fit s516 mb s542 mb
absorption data values
x2 17 28
Fit of antiproton Best fit s544 mb d52.7 fm s575 mb d52.0 fm
data only values
x2/NDF 0.60 0.69where rc is the nucleon density at the center of the nucleus,
is also plausible. The absorption coefficient is written in such
a way as to introduce the quantity s8 that has the dimension
of a surface and that can be compared to sabs . In fact, ex-
pressions ~2! and ~3! are equivalent for a nucleus with a
uniform density r(z8)5r and a sharp surface ~provided s8
5sabs) and then become
P5
1
2 H 11cos u01Ecos u01 d~cos u!
3expF22rsabsRS 12 x02R2sin2u D
1/2G J , ~4!
where u0 is the opening angle of the cone tangent to the
nuclear surface with the apex on the annihilation point. In the








2 H 12F12S RR1d D 2G1/2J . ~6!
In Ref. @2#, the experimental data ~referring to charged pions!
are described by a linear form in ~12V/4p!, that is, however,




5aS 12 V4p D1b , ~7!
with a51.33 and b520.22. This result is obtained, with a
constant d51.15 fm, from data ranging from H to 238U.
However, this analysis is not satisfactory for two reasons.
First, formula ~2! of Ref. @2# for the solid angle V is an
approximation of the correct expression @Eq. ~6!#, only valid
for smaller values of d/R than those involved here. Second,
the fit does not correspond to the right limit when V→0. The
authors of Ref. @2# require that ^Np&/^Np
prim& be unity for the
annihilation on a proton, which they associate with 12V/4p
’0.9, considering R as the ~target! proton radius. This is a
too naive interpretation of formulas ~1! and ~5!, as for the02730proton case there is no remaining part of the target that can
interact with the pions. It is more reasonable to remove the H
data.
We reanalyzed the data of Ref. @2# and those of Refs.
@6,9#, fitting them with formulas ~2! or ~3! and taking r(r) as
a Woods-Saxon form.1 Giving no prejudice to either of these
formulas and to the underlying models for pion absorption,
we first just looked for the possibility of good fits. In both
cases, we found a minimum x2, corresponding to unreason-
ably large values of d and sabs ~or s8! in comparison with
theoretical estimates @1,6#, see Table I. Both best fits are
roughly equivalent. However, in each case, we found a
whole series of correlated values of d and sabs ~or s8!, giving
x2 values close to the minimum one. This is easy to under-
stand, as an increase ~decrease! of d can be somehow com-
pensated by an increase ~decrease! of the absorption cross
section. Trying to remove the ambiguity, we also performed
a fit of the pion-nucleus absorption data of Refs. @12,13# for
an incident kinetic energy of 200 MeV ~the average value for
pions produced in the annihilation! with similar formulas as




















@r~z !#2G , ~9!
respectively. In these equations, b is the impact parameter
and z is the longitudinal coordinate for the given value of b.
In practice, as the data of Refs. @12,13# are rather scarce and
scattered, we fitted on the parametrized s tot
abs5sAc form pro-
vided in these references for positive pions, corrected for
Coulomb distortion. The best fit is obtained for sabs516 mb
with Eq. ~8! and s8542 mb with Eq. ~9!, with roughly
equivalent and rather well-defined minimum x2 values ~here
the values of x2 are calculated after providing, in the param-
etrized form, each value of A between 12 and 240 with an
1We used R5r0A1/320.48 fm with r051.18 fm @10# and ^Np6
prim&
5 3.10, corresponding to the average over p¯ p and p¯n data @11#.1-2
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 027301error bar of about the same size as the experimental error
bars!. The larger value of s8 is understandable as the role of
the surface is considerably reduced in Eq. ~9!. It turns out
that these values are rather different from the best values we
obtained by fitting the antiproton data alone. Nevertheless, it
was possible to obtain a good description of both the anti-
proton and the pion-nucleus absorption data by keeping the
same values of sabs and s8 and varying the parameter d,
using either r or r2 absorption. The results of these fits are
given in Table I. One can see that the x2 per degree of
freedom for the fit of the antiproton data is only slightly
larger for the global fit than for fitting these data only.
Figure 2 gives an idea of the quality of the last fit for the
antiproton data. Both absorption models describe the data
equally well. Figure 3 displays the results of the fit when the
data are plotted, as in Ref. @2#, against the variable 12V/4p.
In both absorption models, the best fit yields values close to
the strong absorption limit with a sharp surface. This origi-
nates from the compensation between the diffuse surface ef-
fects, which enhance the absorption and the partial transpar-
ency of the nuclear volume which decreases it. The two
effects are, however, much larger in the one-nucleon absorp-
tion model than in the two-nucleon absorption model. This
statement is supported by the results of Fig. 3, where the thin
lines represent the values obtained with Eq. ~4!, which, com-
pared to expressions ~2! and ~3!, somehow removes the dif-
fuse surface effects, leaving partial transparency effects only.
The description with the first absorption model is slightly
better, but the difference is so small that none of the models
can be ruled out. Unfortunately, the two descriptions yield
different values of d. If, however, the second model is se-
lected, as it should perhaps be in view of its sounder theo-
retical foundation, one finds d51.3560.1 fm, which is ;0.2
fm larger than the value extracted by Polster et al. @2#. This
value is barely consistent with the theoretical values quoted
in Ref. @1#, namely, d51.55 fm on the average, with values
ranging from 1.44 fm for Ca to 1.75 fm for Pb.
This result puts a strong constraint on the theoretical mod-
els for the annihilation site, which have still a limited reli-
ability, due to uncertainties on the antiproton optical poten-
tial and on the annihilation range ~see a discussion about this
point in the conclusion of Ref. @1#!. The correct location of
the annihilation site is also important for the proper descrip-
tion of the subsequent pion cascades @6#.
We want to apply similar considerations to this subset of
FIG. 2. Average observed charged pion multiplicity (N6) in
antiproton-nucleus annihilation at rest. The lozenges represent the
data of Refs. @2,6,9#. The full and dotted lines give the best fits with
Eqs. ~3! and ~2!, respectively. The average number of primordial
pions is taken as 3.10, the mean value of p¯p and p¯n data @11#.02730annihilation events. Assuming isotropic and independent
emission of k pions from the annihilation point, the probabil-
ity of a single nucleon event, i.e., for no pion interaction ~the
so-called missing probability!, can be given by
Pmiss5Pk5H 14pE dV expF2E0‘dz8r~z8!spNtot G J
k
. ~10!
The quantity in the curly bracket ~P! is similar to the one of
Eq. ~2!, but where sabs has been replaced by spN
tot
, the total
pion-nucleon cross section. The quantity Pmiss depends upon
the ~average! location of the annihilation point for this par-
ticular class of events @3,4,14,15#. We have to average over
the number of pions. Let vk be the probability of having k





Of course, pions are emitted at directions which are corre-
lated by momentum conservation. Here, we want to take
account of these correlations in a simple, heuristic, way.2
The most obvious consequence of these correlations holds
for the case of a sharp surface with a very large interaction
cross section: if pions are emitted from the surface (P
51/2), at least one of them is bound to cross the nucleus.
Therefore the missing probability should vanish. On the
other hand, expression ~10! should be correct for a larger and
2It can easily be seen that such correlations do not affect the
~inclusive! pion absorption probability discussed earlier.
FIG. 3. Average observed charged pion multiplicity (N6) plot-
ted against the variable 12V/4p @Eq. ~6!#, compared with the best
fits ~thick lines! using Eq. ~2! ~upper panel! or Eq. ~3! ~lower panel!.
The dotted lines gives the strong absorption limit with a sharp sur-
face @Eqs. ~1!,~5!,~6!#. The thin lines represent the results of Eq. ~4!
with the same parameters. In each panel, the abscissa @Eq. ~6!# is
evaluated using the value of d provided by the corresponding fit.
The data are the same as in Fig. 2.1-3
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW C 63 027301larger number of pions, as momentum conservation correla-
tions are then less and less important. The following expres-






It can be motivated as follows: to miss the nucleus @in the
sharp surface plus strong interaction limit, see Eq. ~5!#, the k
pions have to be emitted outside the opening solid angle V,
without k21 of them being emitted in the opposite solid
angle. Of course, this does not exhaust all the possibilities
for missing the nucleus, but can be considered as quite illus-
trative. It turns out that, for the relevant values of P ~0.65–
0.75!, momentum conservation correlations are of minor im-
portance, bringing an effect of a few percent.
Experimentally Pmiss , the relative frequency of the single
nucleon events compared to all annihilation events, is of the
order of 10–15 % @3–5#, for target mass A ranging from ;60
to ;200, with perhaps a slight overall decrease with increas-
ing A. We fitted the data with the help of Eqs. ~10! and ~12!
and a Gaussian distribution for the vk’s, with a mean of 5.06
and a standard deviation of 0.84. This distribution describes
the NN¯ experimental data @11# adequately. The best fit is
given in Fig. 4. It yields spN
tot ’ 140 mb, which is a reason-
able value for ~isospin! average total cross section, and a
value of d52.0560.10 fm, which agrees more or less with
the current theoretical estimates @14,16,17#: from ;2.0 fm
for Nd to ;2.9 fm for U. Data show some erratic behavior
around the average A dependence. This is due to the fact that
annihilation takes place from a bound Coulomb state, whose
principal quantum number can jump from one value to the
next when the target charge increases ~see Refs. @1,14#!.02730We have shown that the average location of the annihila-
tion site of antiprotons on nuclei at rest can be extracted from
the pion multiplicity for the whole set of events and from the
single nucleon event yield for this kind of events. Different
modes of interaction and different target ‘‘active zones’’ are
implied in these two observables. Pion multiplicity is domi-
nated by pion absorption, to be considered as a volume ef-
fect. On the contrary, for single nucleon events, it is neces-
sary that there is no pion-nucleus interaction at all. Due to
the sizable total p-nucleon cross section, the target active
zone in this case extends much farther than the half-density
radius. These considerations are reflected by the two differ-
ent values of d obtained from the analysis of the two experi-
ments.
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FIG. 4. Comparison between the experimental values ~dots, Ref.
@3#! for the relative probability for single-nucleon events and the fit
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